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Hinaidi, where we duly landed, and found plenty of
people waiting for us, I thought it seemed at least
fitting that I should arrive at my new squadron by air.
I felt hot and tired and dusty. I had had so many new
experiences that my mind could hardly accommodate
itself, and I felt as one in a dream. The grey dust of the
desert, the grey walls of the buildings, the sky almost
colourless with heat—although it was quite cool compared
to midsummer—and the grey green dust colour of the
shrubs, and the thick heavy odour of dust, gave me a
feeling of having entered a new world where values were
different and where I should experience new things
passing imagination*
FLIGHT TO RAMADI (NOVEMBER,  19^4)
Hinaidi to Ramadi. I flew over with Saundby to
Ramadi, I sitting on the right. We took over Mr.
Matheson of W. & B.1 to inspect the building at Ramadi.
We also took over his Sikh overseer. It was a lovely
November day. The sky was full of alto-cumulus inter-
mixed with curving stratus. There were some clear
windows of blue. The alto-cumulus was whitdy trans-
lucent in parts; in parts soft melting grey, interwoven
with little dark wedges of stratus. Far away over the
blue to the south were banks of dim cumulus. It was
very clear, and it was almost the feeling of seeing for
ever. The flat spaces of the desert give you a sort of
feeling that they go on for ever. The lake to the south
of Ramadi was exceptionally beautiful. It was covered
with patterns; I suppose different qualities of water,, or
water of varying kinds of surface. The alto-cumulm ^as
reflected in parts as from a mirror; and the mjirorladfcetj
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